
ASIGNATURA: BIOLOGY                          CURSO: 1 ESO 

PROFESORA: SUSY YANES                        EMAIL: susana.yanes@orvalle.es 

DEBERES PARA HACER EL DIA: MIERCOLES 6 DE MAYO, 2020 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Hola a todas, J 

Hoy continuamos con: EL REINO DE LAS PLANTAS  

Vamos a aprender: las partes de las plantas y el proceso mediante el cual obtienen su 

energía: la fotosíntesis 

Vamos a ver 2 videos y después contestar unas preguntas en el cuaderno. 

Saludos,  

Susy 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Wednesday, May 6th, 2020  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

 

Hi J I hope you are all doing great,  

Today we will continue with 

Last class we studied: - main characteristics of plants ( they are multicellular, autotrophic 
organisms), -classification and - uses of plants.  
 
Today we are learning parts of a plant and Photosynthesis process:  

LEARNING OBJCTIVES: 

- Understand the main characteristic of the Plant Kingdom. 

- Learn the parts of the plants and its functions 

- Understand the process of photosynthesis 

- Remember the vocabulary from last class 

CLASS PLAN:  

1- Read Introduction  

2- Watch Video 1 and Video 2 

3- Read page 50 from your Biology book  

4- Answer the questions in your notebooks.   



 
The main parts of a plant or PLANT ORGANS are:  
 

VEGETATIVE ORGANS REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS 
ROOTS  STEM  LEAVES  FLOWERS 
 Anchor plant to the 
ground and absorb 
water + mineral salts 

Transportation of 
raw and elaborated 
sap  

Perform 
Photosynthesis  

Reproductive function 

                                                                          
 
Photosynthesis: Is the process used by plant to create their own food. In this process 
they take Water , Mineral Salts , Carbon Dioxide, and Energy from the Sun and produce 
Glucose ( energy for the plant) and Oxygen (O2 released into the environment) 
 

PHOTOSYNTHESIS: 
 

Water +Mineral Salts + CO2 + Sunlight  à   Glucose+ O2 
 

 
 
Watch Video 1:  The parts of a plant – Cindy Kaump 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfTp1ObzNHM 
 
And watch:  
 
Video 2: STD 06 _ Science - Amazing Process Of Photosynthesis.  -Desingmate 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFaBpVoQD4E  
 
 
You can read page 50 of your book:  Photosynthesis. 
 
 
Answer the following questions in your notebooks  
 

Hello! 



 
QUESTIONS: 
 
 

1. What is needed for Photosynthesis to happen? 
 

2. Which parts of a plant do we eat? 

 
3. What is the name of the organelle that contains the chlorophyll?  

 
4. Answer true or false: 

  a) Root hairs help absorb mineral salts and water. TRUE/FALSE 

b) Leaves are the reproductive part of the plant. TRUE/FALSE 

c) Stems store extra food for later. TRUE/FALSE 

d) Photosynthesis takes place in the leaves. TRUE/FALSE 

e) Oxygen is needed to carry out photosynthesis. TRUE/FALSE 

f) The solution created by water and mineral salts which rises from the root to the 

leaf is called elaborated sap. TRUE/FALSE 

g) The exchange of gases in the leaf occurs through stomata. TRUE/FALSE 

 

 

 
 
 
 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
Page 50:  



 


